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“What? I told you to except Omi and you dare to resist?Tang Hu Lai, I know that
it’s rare for your Tang family to have a genius who has stepped into the first
stage of Body Tempering at the age of twelve, but you must understand that
your Tang family has survived to this day in Tian Bao City all because of the
protection of our Ancient Slave Family, so you must do whatever we, the Ancient
Slave Family, want you to do.Now, I order you to remove Omi.”

“Yes, Ancient Slave Clan Chief.”Tang Hu Lai said with a nod of his head.

“Hahaha, very good, you can go.”Tang Hu Lai laughed.

The Ancient Slave Indians thought that Tang Hu Lai would resist, but they didn’t
know that Tang Hu Lai was still barred, they all wanted Omi dead.One was afraid
that Omi would compete with them for the position of head in the Tang family in
the future, while the other didn’t want to see any geniuses emerge from their
affiliated families and wanted to suppress the affiliated families to death
forever.

Right now, Omi was sitting on the back of a huge bird, this bird was huge, it had
eighteen or nineteen people sitting on its back, Omi had never seen such a big
bird before.

This time, the Flying Cloud Sect had taken a total of ninety people from Tianbao
City, these ninety people were divided into several giant bird rides.

Omi, a teenager sitting next to Omi moved Omi with his elbow and said, “Hey, I
heard that this year we have two twelve year olds in Tianbao City who have
reached the first stage of Body Refining.”

“Uh.”Omi was stunned and looked at the young man beside him.

“Brother, haven’t you heard?”

Omi smiled speechlessly, he was one of them, how could he not have
heard.However, everyone was sitting at the moment, and it was hard for others
to tell Omi’s age

“Hello, my name is Vole.”The teenager beside Omi said. Remember the
website .kanshu8.net

“Hello, my name is Omi.”



“Brother Tang, you’re from the Tang family, huh?”

“Yeah, I’m from the Tang family.”Omi nodded his head.

Omi placed his hand on the field mouse’s arm, and suddenly, Omi sensed the field
mouse’s realm, the first stage of body refining.

Omi asked, “Is it going to be far from the Flying Cloud Sect?”

“Okay, I heard it’s two days away.”

Then another teenager across the ramp said, “Hey, y’all know what?Our Heavenly
Jewel City has two twelve year old first stage geniuses of body refining.”

Everyone gave a sudden “cut” and then said, “I should have known.”

The teenager across the slope laughed heedlessly and said, “One of them is from
the Lie Yue Family, and the other one, no one currently knows who it is.”

“Yeah, the other one doesn’t know who it is either.”

Omi didn’t say anything, he wouldn’t be that bored to stand up and say it was him,
a bunch of little kids.

Two days later, Omi and the others were almost at the Flying Cloud Sect.

“Look, the mountains in the distance is the Flying Cloud Sect.”

“Wow, what a magnificent and grand Flying Cloud Sect!”

Everyone looked into the distance.

Omi also looked into the distance, indeed, the Flying Cloud Sect looked imposing
and extremely spectacular.

Omi remembered Tang Jingtian’s daughter, and didn’t know if Tang Huan had
received the letter, Omi was still looking forward to seeing her, after all, in this
world, Tang Jingtian and his daughter, were considered the only family Omi had.

Right here.

At the time, the leader said, “Everyone, since you have not yet been examined to
enter the Flying Cloud Sect, you are not yet able to enter the Flying Cloud Sect,
until the examination is successful, the Flying Cloud Sect will arrange for you to
stay at the bottom of the mountain.Also, prepare yourselves, tonight Elder She
Jun will come and choose one of you to become his summoning disciple.(Note:
The one from yesterday, modified to be a Transfiguration Disciple).”

“Wow, no way.”For many people, it was the first time they learned of this news.



“Oh, everyone, don’t say I didn’t tell you, whoever once becomes Elder She Jun’s
Transfiguration Disciple, this means that they can become a peripheral disciple
without examination, and it’s not impossible for them to become a core disciple
of the Flying Cloud Sect in the future.It’s just that it’s up to everyone’s fate as to
who will get this opportunity.”

After that, Omi and the others were placed in a temporary residence at the
bottom of the Flying Cloud Sect’s mountain.

At this place, apart from Omi and the others from Heavenly Jewel City, there
were other teenagers from all over the world, all of whom had come to
participate in the outer disciple assessment.

After Omi and the others had their dinner, someone suddenly informed, “All
those from Tianbao City, follow me, Elder She Jun is here.”

Everyone followed that person into a large room.

Omi saw a middle-aged and elderly man of unknown age, standing in that large
room.

After everyone from Heavenly Jewel City had arrived, the man said, “Everyone, I
am She Jun, I am also from Heavenly Jewel City, I’m sure you all know why I’m
here.Since I’m also from Tian Bao City, I naturally want to make some
contributions to my hometown, and now I’m lacking a disciple to spread the word,
so I’m going to pick from the people of Tian Bao City.Many of you may not know
what a book transmitting disciple is, but let me explain here, a book transmitting
disciple, as the name implies, is someone who helps me transmit books.Therefore,
a book transmitting disciple is not a true disciple, but, it is someone who follows
me around often.”

Below, all the people youngsters from Heavenly Jewel City had eyes that showed
desire, even if they weren’t true disciples, but to be able to follow a Spiritual
Harmony Stage powerhouse, that was already of great benefit, and also an elder
of the Flying Cloud Sect, the resources needed for future immortality cultivation
were truly leveraged.

However, there was one person who didn’t show any longing, and that was Omi.

Elder Shejun continued, “I know that all of you, all of you desire to become my
heirloom disciples.”At this point, Omi trailed off, where did this product get the
confidence.

“However, there’s only one book transmitting disciple I need, so I can only choose
one of you.Anyone who is chosen by me, he doesn’t have to take part in the later
examination anymore, because, my Transfiguration Disciple already belongs to
the status of a peripheral disciple of the Flying Cloud Sect.Moreover, there is still
a possibility that my Transfigured Disciple will be promoted to a core disciple of
the Flying Cloud Sect in the future.”

“Gulp.”Everyone was gulping.



Especially for the people from the four great families in Heavenly Jewel City, for
the teenagers from the four great families, becoming a Book Passing Disciple of
Elder She Jun could also bring glory to the family ah.

“Alright, now I’m going to start choosing the Book Passing Disciples, I heard that
among the people from Tian Bao City this time, there are two twelve year olds
who stepped into the first stage of Body Refining, now please ask those two
teenagers, to come forward.”

The teenager from the Lie Yue Family, called Lie Yue Eyes, stood out in
excitement.

After thinking about it, Omi also stood out.

Everyone looked at Omi and Leye Eyes with envy, but the person who was sitting
on the same bird as Omi was horrified, “Damn, so he’s the other one, this guy, he
didn’t say anything along the way.”
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